ACUMEN PARTNERS

For over 20 years, Acumen has worked to solve the toughest challenges of poverty. We have built a global network of leaders and entrepreneurs that is addressing critical flaws in business, bringing hope into overlooked markets, and innovating solutions that offer dignity and opportunity for hundreds of millions of low-income people.

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PARTNER

When you join our Partner community, you play a crucial role in our work to ensure universal energy access by 2030, expand K-12 education across East Africa, help smallholder farmers adapt to climate change around the globe, and much more.

PARTNER BENEFITS

+ Our annual Partner Gathering, an exclusive all-day immersion into Acumen’s work and an opportunity to connect with our global ecosystem.
+ Field visits where you will join our entrepreneurs on the ground to experience firsthand what it takes to build sustainable social enterprises.
+ Global and Regional Fellows celebrations, where you will hear from the next great generation of social leaders.
+ Private events, such as salons with Acumen advisors and breakfasts and roundtables with entrepreneurs, in various cities.
+ Annual report, newsletters, conference calls with Acumen entrepreneurs and team members, and more.

WAYS TO SUPPORT ACUMEN

Flexible: We will determine where your gift will have the greatest impact across all of our initiatives, from bringing solar energy to poor communities to improving healthcare access to enabling climate resilience for smallholder farmers.

Fixed*: You will designate the impact of your gift by sector, geography, or function:

+ By sector: Reaching universal energy access by 2030, ensuring sustainable agriculture and adaptation to climate change, improving education for low-income communities, expanding healthcare and critical services threatened by COVID-19, and more
+ By geography: America, East Africa, India, Latin America, Pakistan, West Africa
+ By function: Expanding Acumen’s investment opportunities, supporting our Acumen Academy education initiatives, enriching our Fellowship program, and more

*minimum gift size of $100k

COMMITMENT LEVELS

Stewards ($5,000,000+)
Leadership Partners ($1,000,000+)
Keystone Partners ($500,000+)
Sustaining Partners ($250,000+)
Senior Partners ($100,000+)
Associate Partners ($50,000+)
Development Partners ($10,000+)

As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit registered in the U.S., all donations to Acumen are tax deductible.

BECOME A PARTNER

For more information, please contact the regional representative below:
US East Coast: Xaira Ferrara xferrara@acumen.org
US West Coast: Alexandra Trabulsi atrabulsi@acumen.org
Europe: Hannah Wheatley hwheatley@acumen.org
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Acumen Stewards ($5,000,000+) Chris Anderson & Jacqueline Novogratz, Andrea Soros Colombel, Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Philanthropies, The CH Foundation, The ELMA Foundation, IKEA Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation

Leadership Partners ($1,000,000+) Anonymous, AlixPartners, Barry and Mimi Sternlicht Foundation, Blue Mountain Capital Management Limited, The Glassell School of Art, The Harkness Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation

Legacy Partners ($500,000+) Anonymous, the Ella Fund, Bessemer Trust, the Fred Rogers Trust, the John and Mable Black Foundation, the John and Mable Black Foundation, the John and Mable Black Foundation

Community Fund • The Rank Foundation • Zahid Kamal

Patrons • The Rockefeller Foundation • Aardvark Systems, Inc.

Associate Partners ($50,000+) Anonymous, the Ella Fund, Bessemer Trust, the Fred Rogers Trust, the John and Mable Black Foundation, the John and Mable Black Foundation

Sustaining Partners ($250,000+) Anonymous, the Ella Fund, Bessemer Trust, the Fred Rogers Trust, the John and Mable Black Foundation, the John and Mable Black Foundation

Partners ($100,000+) Anonymous, the Ella Fund, Bessemer Trust, the Fred Rogers Trust, the John and Mable Black Foundation, the John and Mable Black Foundation

Supporting Partners ($50,000+) Anonymous, the Ella Fund, Bessemer Trust, the Fred Rogers Trust, the John and Mable Black Foundation, the John and Mable Black Foundation

Affiliate Partners • FES Bangladesh, Jeanne Hayler Fund & Workly • Segelman Trust • The National Lottery Community Fund • The Rank Foundation • Zahid Kamal

Acumen honors its partners based on the amount of pledges made or ongoing in 2022.

**Legacy Partners have included Acumen in their estate plans with a gift estimated at $10,000 or more.

***Affiliate Partners are donors who independently fund regional Acumen Academy entities.